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MEMBERS NEWS
FRIDAY Instructor Ivor Woodfield starts us off
I arrived at Base Ops to discover our runway was in danger of being shut down for much of the day due to
planned high power engine testing that had been scheduled. However, a couple of phone-calls later and it
turned out the testing was being rescheduled, and we would be clear to fly all day. The day looked reasonable,
and people started to arrive not long after I had the hangar open. Derry Belcher had some work to complete
on GMW, so some of us quickly extracted that and RDW so that work could proceed, while others got the
tractors fuelled up and ready, and before long both GMW and GVF were DI'd and ready to fly. Sadly GMP was
still not serviceable. Ray and Derry were pulling out and rigging their gliders with the assistance of a few
willing helpers. Rex Carswell had RDW warmed up and we were ready to go flying. It was 1130.
First flight away was Kris Pillai in GMW, who just wanted to get the feel of the day prior to taking up a couple
of friends in the afternoon. After 20 mins of finding lift and sink in equal amounts we landed back and Roy
Whitby and Neville Swan immediately jumped in and had another enjoyable flight. In the meantime Tony
Prentice had launched in VF and stayed up for close to an hour. Three reasonable flights all before lunch.
Next up in reasonably quick succession were Ray Burns in GBU, Krishnan Bhashyam in GMW and Derry Belcher
in GMR, all going on to enjoy plenty of lift, although it was not always easy to ride. Rudolf was up next in GVF,
and then Brendan Moore was up getting more basic flying practice, including some very reasonable thermalling
which kept us aloft until we had used up our time slot, and needed to return GMW so that Kris could take up
another enthusiastic friend to enjoy some very reasonable conditions.
GIV also took to the air, first in the hands of Graham Lake who stayed up for over an hour, and then Nathan
Graves having another Libelle flight, following the experience he had gained in Drury. This all after Graham
fixed the broken draw bar stay that left the front of the trailer sitting on the ground. reckon he would have
gone up before he fixed the trailer except he could not extract the mighty Libelle until he had done the fix.
The final flight of the day was Thomas O'Rourke in GMW. Looking to get fully back into flying after a period
of absence from the sport he managed some very respectable thermalling flight, showing that he still had the
basic skills under his command, and keenly looking forward to more regular airtime. After nearly 45 mins we
landed back close to the hangar and by 1700 everything was packed away and the group was in story-telling
mode at the fridge-end of the hangar. Overall a good day, with 12 launches, and Ray getting the longest flight
of the day at well over 2 hours.
SATURDAY
Seeing that we had sufficient eager folk to pull the planes out of the hangar I took the chance to tootle off
to Whenuapai village and fill up the fuel containers for the tow-plane. Once that was done it was on to the
preflight; - Left wing, yep, still there. Wheels, yep, all present and accounted for and looking black and
roundish - (always a good thing with wheels I've found otherwise taxiing is a drag). On to the sticky-out bits

at the back of the plane, checking all the flippers waggle properly without falling off, and onto the,... will you
look at THAT, another wing still in place! Around to the pointy end and it is off with the lid for a look at all
the wonderful shiny bits and bobs under the cowl where the big metal balance-weight at the nose converts
fuel into noise and heat, and that seemed to be much the same as when I last looked. Finally a bit of exercise
winding up the propeller got the baby burped so the oil level could be checked, and then it was back on with
the cowl again..
Rex will cover who flew in the gliders, so not to steal his thunder I won't duplicate here. Suffice to say we
did 12 tows for the day with no major complaints lodged against the tow-pilot (always a bonus!) and most pilots
seemed to enjoy the conditions. A pleasant day was had by all and we wrapped up around 1800.

Cue Rex Carswell...............Good Friday was a pretty good day, with good conditions, and today was looking like it
could be a repeat - with similar conditions on offer. David Grey was first in the growing queue for the twin
getting airborne off 'grass
26' at 11:25am, into a sky
with lots of promise - put the
promise wasn't quite in action
yet for us. David was flying
well, but if there isn't much
rising air around, there isn't
much chance of us staying up
there for very long. Duration
only 17 minutes, but very
pleasurable with David doing
all the flying - including a
good tidy landing. David
Foxcroft was eagle eyed - and
was keen to check out a
growing street of light
cumulus. Flying the PW5, he
set off - and didn't return
for 52 minutes.
Every so often we have the
privilege to fly 'senior' aged
people, who have always
wanted to do it, but never got
around to doing it. Today was
the day for Heather - a lovely
lady in her eighties - to enjoy
the beauty of gliding. We
flew for 30 minutes - she was
Please find a little photo attached for Warm Air - of what seems to
loving every moment - and was
be
Zorro in VF.
ecstatic with her experience.
For me, as her pilot and instructor, it was indeed a privilege and a pleasure. While we were airborne, Tony
Prentice (GVF) and Andy MacKay (GKK) launched. Tony had one of those flights he would rather I didn't
mention, 11 minutes only .... Andy, however, achieved the longest flight of the day with 70 minutes logged. Ian
O'Keefe then took a launch in GVF - to prove it was a glider - to nearly equal Andy's duration - 63 minutes.
The remaining 5 flights were all for the twin. Matt Ledger is progressing well in his training. 'Boxing the tow'
and 'I can't release' exercises conducted - along with some pleasant soaring. A simulated 'baulked'
approached and landing was completed successfully. Two trial flights were carried out - both very
enthusiastic about their respective experiences - and both going away with a heap of photos and video clips of
their flights.

The day was getting late, but good conditions were still with us. Laura Sanderson got plenty of 'hands on' in
this flight - carrying out the take-off - and later off tow - achieving a very good single climb through 700ft.
Well done - and 33 minutes added to her log book. Final flight of the day was another for Matt. The lift had
now degenerated somewhat - putting us back on the ground after just 17 minutes.
A very satisfying day generally, with many members being out at the field at various times, to help out. In
particular, my thanks to Neville Swan for collecting the radio, briefing, and gate keys for me - as well as time
sheet keeping throughout the day. Being a little later in finishing, we gave the fridge a rest today.
SUNDAY Instructor Lionel Page starts
The day started with rain and ended with rain.
In between, Tony Prentice and I repaired the wooden gate which sags badly. This ended with Tony needing a
Tetanus shot when he managed to spear himself on a bit of the wire fence. I believe he is ok now. (A bit
lighter in the money department though.) The repair we had done did not really work - but Neville Swan then
had a look and we got it sorted. (Although not for too long I think as the gate is well past it use by date.)
Next was a bit of repairs to GNW by Peter Thorpe while Andy McKay tinkered with GKK fitting some more
toys. I had a go mowing in front of the hangar, but that only lasted a short while as the mower then stopped
and refuse to restart. I took that as
a sign to say enough. You broke our

mower??????
Then Roy Whitby arrived and we
decided to finish what he had
started - namely tightening up the
rails that guide the aircraft back
into the hangar. This was all done by
2pm when we decided that, that was
enough for the day and all headed
home.
Not a great flying day - but at least
we got some maintenance done.

Towie Peter Thorpe adds..... The
weather was not looking good for
flying on Sunday but a loyal group
turned up being forever hopeful
that the forecast would again be
wrong. Lionel, Neville, Roy, Tony,
Matt and Laura were present and to
fill in time Lionel tried to mow the
grass in front of the hangar doors but the mower, a relic of Warm Air’s from eons ago, stopped and refused
to run again so efforts then turned to repairing the side boards on the ramps. Roy had all the gear and
received lots of advice and some assistance from the assembled spectators to drill some holes and install
some dyna bolts. Neville became very frustrated trying to find the broom so that he could sweep the ramps
clear of dirt and stones and it was not until Monday that I told him I had borrowed it to prop open the canopy
on the motor glider – sorry Neville. Some rain and low cloud persisted so we packed up and went home early.
MONDAY Second(s) instructor Ray Burns gets the first word
The day dawned clear upon a near perfect autumn day. I arrived at the field late with visions of rigging and
flying GBU. There was a fairly light breeze from the north straight across the runway. Jo Olszewski was out

with her shiny new FK9 rating and Peter Thorpe was instructing with Craig Rook towing. Some arm bending
was done and I took over from Peter so that he could start on Jo’s Tow rating. (The purest of motives, we did
not want you to take the trouble of rigging for nothing). Steve Foreman, Tony Prentice and Graham Lake all
launched in singles but were all back on the ground in fairly short order so that did not bode well. Jack Foot
was first off (for me) and did some great thermalling staying up for all of his half hour and returning only
because there was a queue forming for the twin. Some merciless stirring ensued (I had nothing to do with it)

Jeeez, I could have sworn the voice bragging about that came from low down....no..... wait.....we swore at
something low down . Genny Healey was up next and also managed some good climbs and then polished off
some very nice spins from 3000 feet. This seemed to be the clue for the rest of the singles to give it
another crack with Steve Foreman managing 41 minutes (it was that kind of day) and Graham a “Jack-Footequalling” 39. The day finished with Brendon Moore and Matt Ledger making ever more steps to solo and
David Grey re-acquainting himself with the aircraft. All finished about 1600. 12 Launches for the day.

First Towie Craig Rook does his bit......Earlier in the week I wasn’t expecting to tow on Monday as Jo needed
to do her tow rating, but by Sunday evening there were no takers to fill in for Peter to take over instructing
for the day. We were just about to get going off 26 when the wind changed from a northerly to NE as
forecast, so we all trundled down to 08. We got the first trial flight away at about 11:30, followed by Tony P
in VF and Steve F in KP. A past member (John I think?) was visiting with his 2 sons, the younger one very keen
to be a pilot and wants to join ATC, so I took them both up for a flight. The grins on their faces was priceless
and mum & dad very appreciative.
Then Ray turns up and offers to instruct for the day so Peter could do Jo's tow rating, so I stepped aside. Jo
had her name down to fly MW, but before she knew it, she was in the tow plane and off taking Graham up in
IV. Looking back on it now it all seemed it bit rushed really and it probably didn’t help for what happened
next.
Anyway I did 3 tows for the day and I have to say it was a bit weird hearing the tow plane start up sitting by
the caravan, I haven’t heard it like that much before. So I went home early and mowed the lawns....nah went
for a blast in the new Z4.

second Towie Peter Thorpe continues.........Monday was a lovely fine morning and I was actually first at the
field at 0930. I did some work on the motor glider while Rudolf Struyck, Neville and Tony DI’d the gliders.
Craig appeared along with Derry and Mark to remove some bits from MP so we got ready to fly from 26 but
then decided the north easterly wind very slightly favoured 08 so we decamped to the other end. Joanna
arrived ready to extend her
glider flying experience then
Steve F appeared with KP and
Warm Air brought out IV so
we were ready to rock’nroll.
First up was a trial flight
airborne at 1133 for a very
pleasant 25 minute flight,
followed by Tony P in VF and
Hawkeye in his KP. Ray then
rocked up to me and offered
to take over as duty
instructor if I wished to
start training Joanna for her
tow pilot rating. So a quick
change of mental gears from
glider instructor to tow pilot
instructor and off we went
towing Warm Air in IV. All went well until short finals when I proved that I had not fully changed mental
gears when we got a bit low and allowed the tow rope to hit the boundary fence breaking the top three wires
and the tow rope. Fortunately no other damage so after replacing the tow rope we were able to continue to

complete another eight tows before it was time for Jo and Graham to take RDW to Parakai for maintenance
while I drove up and brought them back. Then it was off to Base Ops to make a report about breaking the
fence so we missed out on the usual end of day social gathering around the caravan in the hangar.

An Engineer Could Not Find A Job, So He Opens A Clinic, And Puts A Sign Outside That Says Get
Treatment For $50, If Not Cured Get Back $100.
A Doctor Thinks This Is A Good Opportunity Show Up The Engineer And Earn A Quick $100. And
So He Visits The Clinic.
Doctor: I Have Lost My Sense Of Taste.
Engineer: Nurse , Bring The Medicine From Box No 22 And Place 3 Drops In The Patient's Mouth.
Patient (Doctor): Spits Out The Medicine And Says "This Is Not Medicine, It's Gasoline".
Engineer: Congrats.. You Have Your Taste Back ..That Will Be $50
Doctor Gets Annoyed, And Returns After Several Days To Recover His Money.
Doctor : I Have Lost My Memory And Can't Remember A Thing.
Engineer : Nurse , Bring Medicine From Box No 22 And Put 3 Drops In Patient's Mouth.
Doctor: "This Medicine Is For The Sense Of Taste" Protests The Doctor.
Engineer : Congrats. Your Memory Is Back.. ..That Will Be $50
Doctor Leaves, But After Several Days Angrily Returns For One Last Try.
Doctor : My Eyesight Has Become Weak.
Engineer : Well I Don't Have Any Medicine For That. Take This $100
Doctor : But This Is $50 Note
Engineer : Congratulations, Your Eyesight Has Gotten Better. ..That Will be $50
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